Transportation information

MET/PTV Concession Cards

Application forms for a VPT Student Concession Card are available from any railway station, or from the reception desk at the College. Application forms, with two identical ID photos photographs attached, MUST be stamped by the College before students can obtain their Concession Card for $9.00.

MET conditions of travel

Students over 15 years of age, travelling at concession rates, must carry a current concession card or they will be fined $70 on the spot. Students travelling with a Student Concession Card or a Student Pass, must not occupy a seat if there is no seat for an adult passenger.

Students must not cause inconvenience to other passengers by placing bags in doorways and passageways. The fine for travelling without a validated ticket is $70.

School Charter bus service

Books of either 10 or 50 Charter bus tickets can be purchased at anytime from Reception and payment can be made via Bill Fee Account, Debit Card (EFT), Cheque or Cash. Students who wish to purchase a single ticket can also do so at Reception for cash. Charter Bus Green Tickets are available to students getting on or off within allocated Green Ticket Areas. A ticket must be given to the coach driver for each trip.

It’s easy to get to ELTHAM

Getting to ELTHAM College is easy. Students can access the Research Campus from a wide range of areas using a choice of private and PTV bus services, and the Hurstbridge-City train line with connecting buses from Eltham Station.

The College supports sustainable transport practices to help reduce the carbon footprint of our community. With this in mind, we encourage the use of our low-cost charter bus Green Ticket within the Green Ticket Areas to the Research Campus.

ELTHAM’s Year 9 City Campus is just a short walk from Melbourne Central Station.

Map key

- ELTHAM College Research Campus
- ELTHAM College City Campus
- PRIVATE Bus Route
- MET Bus Route
- TRAIN LINE
  - Hurstbridge - City
- TRAIN STATION

* Student passes are only available to Primary and Secondary students with a current Concession Card. Met Information 131 638 www.metlinkmelbourne.com.au Eltham Station 9610 8657 www.metrotrains.com.au Panorama 9438 3666 www.buslines.com.au/panorama Dyson’s 9463 3999 www.dysonsbus.com.au † MET prices may increase without notice. Please check the MET website for details. ^ Green Tickets are available from reception. See charter bus routes and times for Green Ticket Areas. ^^ Drivers have been instructed that students will be refused admittance to coaches if they do not have a current ticket. This action is necessary to maintain efficiency and to ensure that parents do not subsidise students who may abuse the system.